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Activities Fair Perfect Time to Brush Against Cute Girl’s Ass
By Sam Block
EVANSTON – This Monday, freshmen poured into Norris for the Activities Fair, a time-worn Northwestern
tradition in which members of the incoming class sign away their inboxes
to listserv upon listserv in exchange
for free candy. The entire Class of
2013 was successfully crammed into
the student center, effectively causing what administrators called “a fire
code nightmare.”
Some freshmen, however, decided
to turn the close-quarters situation
into their advantage. Casually walking past the “Germ”any Disease Association, young freshmen like Jeff Le-

Serena to Shove
Her Balls Down
Your Throat

rman moved uncomfortably close to
the cute girls walking in front of him.
Lerman, who (unbeknownst to his
high-school friends) has not gotten
any action during Welcome Week,
said, “My left thigh definitely rubbed
against that girl’s right butt cheek.”
“I always knew I was going to get
so much ass at Northwestern,” Lerman added.
Several females reported feeling a
variety of different grips on their derrières during the event. Recent case
studies demonstrate that backhanding was incredibly popular. Although
forehanding provides a more satisfying squeeze, males cite reasons to use
the backhand as “it’s less obvious”

Breaking News: Tyler
Perry Makes Movie About
Black People
By Chase Sund

“Jazz the Beach”
Less Popular than
“Rock the Beach”

and “it’s classier.”
The tables were turned around the
Rainbow Alliance booth, however,
where several males reported uncomfortable brush-bys, if not all-out
grind-fests.
Another victim, Rachel Berzon,
was violated many times in her
Joe’s Jeans. She explains, “Right
around the Lithuanian Group of Native Americans Against Gambling, I
thought somebody was trying to pickpocket me. I turned around, readied
my mace, and saw that it was only an
ugly freshman smiling uncontrollably and pretending it wasn’t his hand
that was just touching my rump.”
Since cute girls travel in packs,

HOLLYWOOD – Lionsgate
Entertainment
announced
Tuesday that filmmaker Tyler
Perry has plans to create a picture about African-Americans.
The movie is to be released in
theaters on October 23rd, but
most critics are surprised that
it managed to break free of the
“straight-to-DVD” branding of
most “stupid” movies.
“This is a huge step forward
in filmmaking,” said Cornelius
Jones, a Lionsgate executive.
“Never before has there been a
film geared mostly towards an
ethnic audience about a single
ethnic group. [Perry] is really
stepping out of his comfort zone
with this endeavor.”
Perry’s last picture grossed
an astounding $40 million dollars, so the release of Madea
Does Some Moderately Funny
Shit may shape up to be not
only a groundbreaking film, but
also one that somehow actually
makes a ton of money. The posthumous appearance of both Ber-

Rachel’s equally cute friend had
a myriad of Purell-less and possibly swine flu-infected hands on her
tookus. Eve, a devout prude, has
not been this disappointed since the
March Through the Arch. She stated,
“If I wanted that stuff, I would just
go Greek.”

Patrick Swayze
Attempts Method
Acting for Ghost 2

“[Perry] is really stepping out
of his comfort
zone with this
endeavor.”
nie Mac and Isaac Hayes (making a cameo as Chef) should
also boost sales. Furthermore,
Oprah Winfrey endorsed the
film as, “Practically as good as
Roots, except without Willis
from Diff ’rent Strokes .” This
kind of endorsement, judging by
the success of A Million Little
Pieces , could skyrocket Perry to
superstardom.
Reportedly, UPN offered to
buy the rights to a sitcom spinoff, starring one of the twins
from Sister, Sister, Steve Harvey, and the lead singer of Hootie and the Blowfish. Says Maya
Angelou, “At this rate, we could
have a black President of the
United States.”

Student Wins
UNO by Playing WildCARD
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Kanye West Interrupts President’s Convocation Address
By Sam Gutelle
EVANSTON—Northwestern
President Morton Schapiro’s convocation address to incoming
freshmen was rudely interrupted
when Kanye West barged onto the
stage and interrupted the speech.
The well-known rapper grabbed
the microphone from Schapiro’s
grip and spoke to the shocked
group of freshmen. “I’ve seen crazy things before, but nothing quite
like this,” commented freshman
John Rennault, “Who would believe that someone as fly as Morton Schapiro would be interrupted
in the middle of an address?”
After grabbing the mic, West did
not waste time. “Morton,” he said,
“I’m happy for you, and I’mma let
you finish, but Henry Bienen had
one of the best convocation addresses of ALL TIME!” He then
repeated “OF ALL TIME” once
more before returning the mic to
a speechless Schapiro and taking
his seat once again.
Pick-Staiger employees are not
sure how West was able to get
a seat at an event reserved for
Northwestern freshmen. One usher believes he used the pseudonym
‘Pronea East’ to hide his true iden-

“...Henry Bienen had
one of the best convocation addresses
of all time!”

tity, waiting until the right time to
upstage Schapiro. Others became
suspicious when they noticed
West’s entire entourage parked on
Arts Circle Drive. Shapiro commented afterward, “We’ll have to
take steps in the future to ensure
that security is tighter than it was
today.”
President Obama had a much
uncharacteristic reaction, calling
West a “punk-ass bitch”. The rapper was quick to comment on this
barb, saying, “I don’t care about
Barack Obama. If I’ve said it once,
I’ve said it a million times: Barack
Obama doesn’t care about black
people.”

Lab Coat Tents Line A Wing
EVANSTON – When freshman
Conrad Stevens went to his first
lab in Tech on Wednesday, he ended up stumbling upon a colony of
students living in the halls.
“I’d just passed L22 for the fifth
goddamn time,” Stevens recounts,
“when I saw something move out
of the corner of my eye. I could
have sworn I heard whispers.”
Upon investigation, Stevens
realized he had found a small village lining the halls of the A wing
basement. “They were all wearing
long-sleeved shirts, pants, socks,
closed-toed shoes, and safety...
fuck, I forgot my goggles!” Stevens
recalls.
These so-called “Lost Boys”
are, in fact, an entire freshman
lab session from last year who,

Dear The Northwestern Flipside,

I’m a freshman, where are the
best places to hang out on campus?
Sincerely,
Mitch Skillman
Dear Mitch,
I’m glad you asked, as there are a
lot of really cool places where really cool people hang out and do really cool stuff. For instance, there
is a popular vampire-themed
dance club in the 28th sub-basement of Tech. Don’t worry, it has
nothing to do with Twilight, many
engineers simply find that long
hours in Tech tend to instill a fear

of the sun they haven’t seen in
years and a taste for the blood of
humanities majors.
For those looking for an older,
more experienced crowd, PickStaiger includes a swingers club
which is run in conjunction with
the Northshore Retirement Hotel.
Also not to be underestimated is
the Cliff Diving Club, which meets
on the lakefill at 2:00 on Wednesday mornings. While it is true that
nothing even slightly resembling
a cliff can be seen within miles
of the lakefill, it’s certainly entertaining to watch them try.
Finally, for the truly adventurous, the nightly orgies on the roof
of Slivka are not to be missed, especially in January. And you wondered why they never go outside.

PMA Found Stockpiling
Estrogen Pills
By Corey Moss

Band of Lost Boys Discovered in Tech Basement
By Michael Guhin

Ask The Flipside

through a typo, were scheduled
to meet in “A2.” Senior Benjamin
Wells remarked, “any freshman
that doesn’t know A2 isn’t a real
room deserves to be lost in Tech
for a year, living off scraps of food
and deionized water. When I was
a freshman I spent a whole week
living in the Tribune Center because I didn’t realize it was different from McCormick Hall.” When
reached for a followup, Stevens
raised a thought-provoking question, “Who the fuck put the L Wing
between B and G?!”
Stevens is planning to give a
talk to University maintenance
entitled “This Is Why You Clean
the Fucking Basement,” though
there is doubt whether maintenance workers will put aside their
fears of encountering a minotaur
in the Tech labyrinth.

EVANSTON – Phi Mu Alpha,
Northwestern University’s
premier fraternity, has recently
decided to invest the majority
of its funds on estrogen pills in
order to attempt to fit in with
their neighboring sorority sisters.
Located at 626 Emerson Street,
the house is situated in the
middle of sorority row. Recently,
the musical brothers discovered
that their neighbors are, in fact,
female. As a result of this shocking find, many of PMA’s residents
have become overwhelmingly selfconscious and distraught because
of their distinct physical builds.
President Matthew David
Watras commented, “Many of the
residents have been scared to
leave the frat house. In fact, four
of our brothers have been discovered hiding in a closet for the
past week. I mean, what do you
expect? We just don’t fit in here.
But this is our home, and we can’t
let it fall apart.”
Determined to keep the brothers’ morale and confidence afloat,
Watras and other frat leaders
realized that the pharmaceutical
industry could save the group.
“These pills will give us the

curves and figures that we’ve
been longing for; but more importantly, they will help make us feel
like we belong,” said Watras. “We
tried padded bras at first, but
the effects are disappointingly
temporary.”
The PMA’s will eventually be
taking a group trip to CVS in
order to purchase their deserved and much-needed female
hormones. As an ensemble,
they plan on marching through
the streets of Evanston, instruments in hand, playing Christina
Aguilera’s “You are Beautiful” to
signify their newfound pride and
confidence. If the effects of the
pills successfully manifest, the
fraternity should no longer be agoraphobic. Yes, PMA might PMS
because of their new investment.
However, they will have finally
found their place in sorority row.
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